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Images show examples of working from home, prior to the factory system 



19th-century factories



The artisan system broke down as small shops were 
replaced by factories using unskilled laborers.

The paternalistic (treating workers in a fatherly 
manner) attitude typical of the artisan system gave way 
to the view that workers were commodities just like 
lumber, iron or cotton.  In this new view, workers were 
easily fired or replaced with cheaper laborers, and the 
boss/owner had no responsibility for their welfare.

blacksmith shoemakers tin worker



1. 50% of population under 30 by 1840.

2. Population center moved west of Appalachian/Alleghenies by 1840.

3. Life in the west was grim. (poor diet, lack of clothing, loneliness, disease, 

depression, madness, low life expectancy, poverty, superstitious, etc.)

4. Self-Reliant (“rugged individualism”) and provincial culture



The triangles indicate the points at which a map of the US weighted for the population of the 
country in a given year would balance. Note the remarkable equilibrium of the north-south pull 
from 1790-1990. The center moved past the Mississippi in 1980 and continues to move west.



1. Population doubling every 25 years in 1850… as fertile as colonial days.

2. 1860 – USA was the 4th most populous nation in the world.

3. 1860 – 43 large cities

-slums created new problems for young nation

-cities lacked lighting, police, sewer systems, rodent control, clean water, and 

garbage disposal

-Urban population growing rapidly at unprecedented rate

4. Immigration increased dramatically in the 1840s and 1850s.

5. The population became “whiter.”



Increasing European immigration and the closing of the slave trade 

gradually “whitened” the population beginning in 1820.. This trend 

continued into the early 20th century.



Go to Kentucky!

The bluegrass is excellent for livestock!

Go to the Rockies!

The fur trade will make you rich! Beaver! Buffalo! Sea Otter!

ECOLOGICAL IMPERIALISM – beavers, buffalo, and sea otters driven to near extinction due to economic exploitation

Go to St. Louis!

The rendezvous system has a market to buy and sell at!

George Catlin

American artist who painted the picture on this slide in 1832 , advocated the preservation of nature as national 

policy, later leading to Yellowstone National Park in 1872



Why did they come?

-Europe overcrowded

-Desire to be in the “land of the free” … free from state religion or 

aristocratic caste

-Desire  to be in the “land of opportunity”… to gain land without being elite

-Desire to have lower taxes, no compulsory military service, and access to 

meat (American Letters – immigrant letters sent back home to relatives 

described benefits)

-passage was inexpensive thanks to transoceanic steamships



Where did the come from?

-Ireland , mainly 1840s

-Irish Potato Famine (potato rot) killed ¼ population

-Settled in eastern cities (too poor to move west)

-Lived in slums

-Persecuted for being Catholic

-Mostly illiterate, worked low paying and unskilled jobs

-Factory workers blocked them (NINA=No Irish Need Apply) as 

cheap labor threatening their jobs

-Same social level as Slaves/Blacks and race riots between the 

two were common as they competed for jobs

-Ancient Order of Hibernians – semi-secret society, extended

from original organization in Ireland, supporting them



Where did the come from?

-Ireland 

-Ancient Order of Hibernians – semi-secret society, extended

from original organization in Ireland, created in New York and 

Pennsylvania to protect Irish immigrants from persecution

-Molly Maguires- Irish miners later forming a labor union

-Eventually gained control of Tammany Hall, New York political 

machine, and used patronage to improve their lot

-Politics shifted in their favor as their numbers increased and their vote 

sought. (2 million arrived between 1830-1860)



Where did the come from?

-German speaking lands (Prussia mainly)

-came for land and opportunity after experiencing crop failures

-some came for liberty from oppressive government; the Forty-

Eighters were escaping a failed democratic revolution in 1848

-Jews, Pietists, Catholics, Anabaptists (Amish and Mennonites) sought 

religious freedom

-Carl Shurz – German who fueled anti-slavery movement and 

exposed political corruption in America 

-moved to Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania Dutch), Ohio,  Indiana

Wisconsin (Milwaukee), Texas (New Braunfels, Friedrichsburg)

-sometimes isolated themselves to escape persecution, developing 

into still semi-secluded American Amish and Mennonite communities

-supported public schools

-prospered quickly

A few German contributions:
Conestoga wagon, Kentucky rifle, 
Christmas tree, Kindergarten, anti-slavery 
movements, beer



Nativism: FEAR and opposition to immigrants, efforts to lower the political or legal 

status of specific ethnic or cultural groups because the groups are considered hostile, 

alien, or a threat to the livelihood of the  “native culture

“Natives” wanted to protect their jobs from immigrants willing to work for lower wages.

-Industrial revolution in America was fueled by these  immigrants

“Native” culture was predominantly protestant… Catholics were “foreign”

By 1840: Catholics were the 5th largest religious group (behind Baptists, 

Methodists, Presbyterians, and Congregationalists)

By 1850: They were #1 (and they still are)

Catholics organized and formed their own educational systems to protect their 

children from Protestant education

FYI

Immigration tripled in the 1840s

Then

Quadrupled in 1850s



“Natives” feared the new immigrants would gain political power once they could vote and 

they feared their growing numbers would lead to religious take over (establishing 

Catholic Church as official American religion)

Order of the Star Spangled Banner  1849, becoming the Know Nothing 

Party seeking restrictions on immigration and naturalization and laws for 

deporting. 

Fictional books like Maria Monk’s Awful Disclosures told horrible, fictional 

stories of what went on behind closed doors in convents.  Many bought such 

books and bought into the supposed evils of Cat holism… feeding nativism.

Violence wasn’t common, but did occur:

1834: Catholic convent in Boston burned down

1844: riot in Philadelphia left two churches destroyed, 13 dead



Without the agricultural revolution and the labor force provided by 

immigrants, the Industrial revolution wouldn’t have occurred like it did.
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Beginning in the late 18th and early 19th

centuries, power-driven machinery was invented 
to manufacture goods. 

This fundamentally changed the ways 
agriculture, manufacturing, and transportation 
were done.  

The Industrial Revolution had a profound effect 
on socioeconomic and cultural conditions in 
Britain and later spread throughout Europe, North 
America and eventually the world.

The Industrial Revolution is a major turning 
point in human history, comparable to the 
invention of farming or the rise of the first city-
states. Almost every aspect of daily life and 
human society was transformed.

Industrial Revolution defined



Industrial Revolution: replacing hand-made with factory system

Began in England, 1750

Use of steam power and machines transformed textile industry

Hit America in 1840s, but didn’t really transform country until late 1800s

Led to revolution in agriculture

Revolution didn’t occur in the USA until 

Factors of Production secured

Land and Raw Materials

Labor Force

Capital



Samuel Slater: “Father of the Factory System”

-British

-memorized machine plans

-snuck to USA

-with financial backing of Moses Brown, 1791, created machine for 

spinning cotton thread

Eli Whitney invents the Cotton Gin

-1793

-led to dramatic increase in cotton farming/production

-most sold to Britain until the northern industry developed

-”King Cotton” production increased in south and slavery was revived

-Northern textile industry boomed (beginning of USA Industrial Revolution)

-By 1860: 400 million pounds of cotton from south to north annually

SECTIONALISM FYI:

North invests in machines and had dense 

population to work in factories

South invests in slaves, working large 

plantations
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By 1790, Slater and his 
partners built one of the 
first factories in America 
on the Blackstone River in 
Rhode Island. 

In 1793, they built 
Slater Mill, the first 
American factory to 
successfully produce 
cotton yarn with water-
powered machines.

Within a few years 
there were hundreds of 
mills/factories turning out 
cotton yarn.

http://www.nps.gov/lowe/photosmultimedia/waterpower.htm

Water power demonstration website:

http://www.nps.gov/lowe/photosmultimedia/waterpower.htm
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Cotton is an ancient crop first 
grown in both South America and 
India over 6,000 years ago.

Only rare sea island or long-
staple cotton could be grown 
profitably before Eli Whitney’s 
invention. 

Short-staple cotton, a species 
that could be grown in wider areas, 
was unsuitable because it contained 
hundreds of seeds that had to be 
removed by hand.

Eli Whitney invented a machine 
that mechanically removed seeds 
and made short-staple cotton a 
viable crop.

Cotton gin
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Jefferson's letter 
of November 16, 
1793, is a reply to 
Whitney's application 
to the federal 
government for a 
patent for his 
invention. 

Jefferson gives 
Whitney the 
requirements to 
obtain a patent, and 
asks for more 
information because 
he is interested in 
purchasing a gin for 
his plantation in 
Virginia. 

Yale University Library
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Whitney and his partner 
set up cotton gins throughout 
the South.  

Instead of charging 
money, Whitney took two-
fifths of the crop farmers 
brought in to be ginned. 
Farmers, angry at the high 
price, began making their own 
versions of the cotton gin.  

After a long and largely 
unsuccessful struggle, 
Whitney gave up defending 
his patent and returned to 
New Haven, Connecticut, in 
1798. 
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1784: Oliver Evans built an automated milling plant. 

1786: John Fitch built a model steam-powered boat 
operated by six pairs of mechanical oars. 

1787: John Fitch made a first successful trial of his 
steamboat on the Delaware. In 1790, he began passenger 
service from Philadelphia with an improved steamboat.

1789: Samuel Slater escaped England in disguise and 
arrived in New York with spinning-machine technology. 

1790: Slater, Brown, and Almy opened the first water-
powered cotton-spinning mill on Blackstone River at 
Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Often called the beginning of the 
American Industrial Revolution.

1792: George Anschutz opened America's first blast 
furnace in Pittsburgh. 

1793: Eli Whitney patented the cotton gin. 

18th-century American inventors and innovators 
timeline



“Yankee ingenuity”: resourcefulness and experimentation 
led to the creation of whole new industries. A Yankee is 

someone who lives in the northern states, especially New 
England.
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1. Embargo Act

2. Non-Intercourse Act

3. Macon’s Bill No.2

4. War of 1812

5. Post war British goods at rock bottom prices

1. Protective tarrifs

2. “Buy American” (nationalism)

3. Eli Whitney develops Interchangeable Parts for gun production



New Business Organizations

The rise of the corporate model for business organization 
was an important step in America’s economic development.

Type of business 
organization

Definition Advantages and 
Disadvantages

Sole 

proprietorship

Easy to start; one 
person starts a 

business and gets 
the profits or losses 

individually

Liability, owners can lose 
all their assets.  Hard to 
raise money, cannot sell 

stock.

Partnership Easy to start; 
partners invest in 
the business and 

share the profits or 
losses

Liability, owners can lose 
all their assets.  Hard to 
raise money, cannot sell 

stock.

Corporation Harder to start; legal 
entity with a 

separate legal 
personality from its 

members

Members cannot lose 
their assets.  Can raise 
money by selling stock. 



Corporations could raise money by selling shares or 
stock.  Investors bought the shares hoping their 

value would rise.



Corporations are 
considered “gifts” of a 
government to private 
businesses.  

Corporations are 
granted perpetual life, 
diversified ownership, 
and limited liability for 
debts to the share-
holders.  

After the Dartmouth 
College v Woodward
Supreme Court 
decision in 1819, 
corporations became 
the most important 
type of business 
organization in the U.S. 



Interchangeable parts: producing products in small parts using machines… the basis 

for mass production… heavily influenced by Eli Whitney

Samuel Colt – Colt Revolver

Mass Production: producing large quantities of items

Assembly Line: producing parts then putting them together in factory

Elias Howe – Sewing Machine1846

-Isaac Singer perfected it

-ready-made cloth industry by 1860 in north

28,000 patents by 1860

SECTIONALISM FYI:

North becomes heavily mechanized with 

superior weaponry while south becomes 

heavily dependent on slave labor for 

cotton… giving north the advantage when 

war came.
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Whitney’s arms factory.  It was later sold to Winchester 
Repeating Arms Company, and is today a museum.



“Now I can sew my 
clothes in half the time.” 

1853                             
Singer advertisement

http://memory.loc.gov/rbc/rbpe/rbpe06/rbpe065/06500300/001dr.jpg


Limited Liability: producers only risk business investment, not personal holdings

-corporations formed

-investment capital companies formed

Samuel F. B. Morse – telegraph & Morse Code

-1844, wire from DC to Baltimore

-”What hath God wrought?”

-By 1860, telegraph united the country

-Cyrus Field organized venture to lay wire from Newfoundland to Ireland, but it went 

dead after 3 weeks… later replaced with Atlantic cable in 1866 connecting New and 

Old Worlds

Commonwealth vs Hunt

-1842

-Supreme Court of Mass.

-ruled labor unions were not

illegal conspiracies providing 

methods were “honorable and 

peaceful”



The original telegraph receiver 
used in Baltimore to receive the 
first telegraph message on May 24, 
1844. 

First telegraphic message: “What hath God wrought?”

Early telegraph key, 1844-
1845 

http://memory.loc.gov/mss/mmorse/071/071009/0001d.jpg


Nathan Appleton Amos Lawrence Abbot Lawrence

The Boston Associates

First investment capital company in America.  It had over 80 
members, all of whom were related.

They established 31 textile companies in New England.  They 
produced their textiles using materials from southern states. They 
named their business the Merrimack Manufacturing Company.

They invested their profits in railroads, banks and insurance 
companies.  They were the biggest employers in New England 
with many thousands of workers.



By 1850, the Boston Associates controlled 20% of the 
cotton production in the United States.



Master and Apprentice relationships replaced by impersonal factories…

Working Conditions: long hours, low wages, poor nutrition, few breaks, 

unsanitary conditions, poor ventilation, poor lighting, inefficient heating

Labor unions were illegal and only 24 strikes occurred before 1835

Although many existed.

Child Labor: children under 10 were significant part of workforce, many 

becoming mentally, emotionally, and physically abused

Politics: with mass democracy, working men could vote… leading to 10 hour 

workday, higher wages, tolerable conditions, public education , and end to debt 

imprisonment

-1840: Van Buren established 10 hour workday for federal employees

-strikes for workday, wages, and smoking rights increased

-strikes often broken by immigrant “scabs”

-1842 Commonwealth vs Hunt 



In the late 1820s, unions entered politics with the 
Working Men's Party. It was made up of craftsmen, 
skilled journeymen, and reformers who sought a 10-
hour workday, free public education, abolition of debtor 
imprisonment, and an end to prison contract labor.

The party ended in the 1830s, and several New York 
members joined the Locofoco Party, a radical faction of 
the New York State Democratic Party. 

Many of the early labor unions were destroyed by the 
economic collapse caused by the Panic of 1837.  Nearly 
30% of U.S. workers lost their jobs. 

Labor unions made a comeback in the 1840s and 
1850s, but were again devastated by the economic 
crisis of the Panic of 1857.

Unions came back strongly after the Civil War.

Unions 



Unions and strikes before 1860

Z The use of steam and water-powered machinery led to a 
factory system similar to England's, with great riches for 
the owners and grinding poverty for the workers.

ZA series of strikes broke out in the early 1790s.  The 
goals of striking workers were primarily higher wages and 
a shorter (ten-hour) workday.

Z Shoemakers in Philadelphia formed a short-lived craft 
union in 1792. 

Z Printers in New York City carried out the first strike in 
1794.

Z Other strikes soon followed in Philadelphia, where 
cabinet makers, carpenters and cordwainers (leather 
workers) struck for improved working conditions.

ZSeveral unions and labor organizations were convicted of 
conspiracy and “injury to trade” by hostile judges.
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Spinning Mule, 1840

Notice that women and 
small children worked 

in factories, often 
under hazardous 

conditions.

http://www.whitbyhs.cheshire.sch.uk/archived/curric/history/trips/qbm/qbmmachines/mule2.mpg


“In the early factories, women and children were employed…more than in 
earlier forms of industry. Their labor was in greater demand than that of 
men. In 1839, of 31,632 employees in worsted mills, 18,416, or more than 
half, were under eighteen years of age, and of the 13,216 adults, 10,192 
were women, leaving only 3024 adult men among more than 30,000 
laborers. In 1832, in a certain flax spinning mill where about 1200 
employees were engaged, 829 were below eighteen, only 390 above; and 
in the flax spinning industry generally, in 1835, only about one-third were 
adults, and only about one-third of these were men. The cheaper wages, 
the easier control, and the smaller size of women and children, now that 
actual physical power was not required, made them more desirable to 
employers, and in many families the men clung to hand work while the 
women and children went into the factories.”

Mid-19th-century account of factory work



Lowell boarding 
houses

1836 Song Lyrics Sung by Protesting Workers at Lowell
Oh! isn't it a pity, such a pretty girl as I
Should be sent to the factory to pine away and die?
Oh! I cannot be a slave, I will not be a slave,
For I'm so fond of liberty,
That I cannot be a slave.





5 Nov. 1848 

“Dear Father
Doubtless you have been looking for a letter from me 

all week. I would have written but wished to find whether I 
would be able to stand it—the work I am now doing. It is 
very hard indeed and sometimes I think I shall not be able to 
endure it. I never worked so hard in my life but perhaps I 
shall get used to it. I suppose you have heard before this 
month that the wages are to be reduced on the 20th of this 
month. It is true there seems to be a good deal of excitement 
on this subject but I cannot tell what will be the 
consequence. The companies pretend they are losing 
immense sums every day and therefore are obliged to lessen 
the wages, but this seems perfectly absurd to me for they are 
constantly making repairs and it seems to me this would not 
be if there were really any danger of their being obliged to 
stop the mills. I expect to be paid about two dollars [about 
$60.00 in 2006 dollars; male workers made $170 a week on 
average] a week but it will be dearly earned.

This from,
Mary S. Paul" (2)



Textile samples 
from Lowell mills, 

late 1840s 



Thomas Jefferson warned his fellow Americans of the 
dangers of an industrialized society.  He hoped the 

U.S. could remain an agriculture-based society.

Jefferson’s agrarian vision of 
America

A new class develops: factory workers



Traditional roles: spinning yard, weaving cloth, making candles, soap, butter, cheese

Industry undermined these

-women displaced but some were hired to work in factories 

-new economic independence, but couldn’t form unions and were escorted 

-factory work – 6 day weeks, low pay, poor conditions

Economic self-supporting opportunities: nursing, domestic service, teaching

Women typically worked while single and stopped when they married.

Catherine Beecher: unmarried, sister of Harriet Beecher Stowe, urged women 

to enter teaching profession… eventually women replaced men as teachers



Cult of Domesticity: glorified role of married women as homemaker 

Women’s Sphere: changes in American life due to changing womens’ roles… 

-love over arranged marriage, 

-increased family affection, 

-increased emotion, 

-families became smaller and more child centered

-”domestic feminism” leading to reduced births

-child rearing transformed from “breaking will” to shaping and teaching

-children not only taught obedience but individualism

The home transformed from a center of 

family activity for self-sufficiency to a haven 

from activity and a place to raise children and 

enjoy each other.



Ohio Valley  Corn crops and hog farming increase but challenged by soil

John Deere – Steel Plow

-1837

-Illinois

-pulled by horses rather than oxen

-broke up soil

Cyrus McCormick- Mower/Reaper

-1830s

-led to commercial farming but limited by location… needed better 

transportation networks to break into world market

1851 World’s Fair  in London included McCormick’s 

Reaper, Colt’s Revolver, and Goodyear’s 

vulcanized rubber



Travel was difficult, roads were primitive trails, and waterways limited.

1790s – Lancaster Turnpike in Pennsylvania connected Philadelphia to Lancaster

-inspired turnpike building boom

Turnpike: pikes in road were turned down after you paid toll

Road building was slowed due to resistance to American System, states rights 

advocates, eastern opposition, canal competition, wartime interruptions, expense

Conestoga wagon

-improved version 

of covered wagon 

invented by Penn.

Germans



Road 
transportation 

vehicles



Federal Highway Administration-
commissioned painting by Carl Rakeman

depicting a tavern along the turnpike road.

Pennsylvalnia Turnpike



1811: National road – Cumberland Road

-Cumberland, Maryland to Illinois finished in 1839

-later extended to Baltimore coast and St. Louis banks of Mississippi



Robert Fulton – Clermont

-1807

-steamboat

-travel increased (no longer dependent on wind, wave, or arms) mainly on 

western and southern rivers

-rivers became two way streets

-by 1820, 60 steamboats on the Mississippi

-by 1860, 1,000

-populations boomed along the Mississippi and trade increased



Clermont, 1807
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Early steamboats at river ports





“THE GREAT RACE ON THE MISSISSIPPI
FROM NEW ORLEANS TO ST. LOUIS 1210 MILES. Between the Steamers Robt. E. 

Lee Capt. J.W. Cannon and Natchez. Capt. T.P. Leathers.
Won by The R.E. Lee. Time: 3 Days 18 Hours 30 Minutes.” (Currier & Ives)

Steamboat races sometimes resulted in exploding boilers and passenger deaths



Governor DeWitt Clinton 

(NY) – Erie Canal

-Hudson River to 

Lake Erie and the 

Great Lakes

-1817-1825

-nicknamed “Clinton’s 

Big Ditch”and

“Govenor’s Gutter”

-travel time shortened

-shipping costs 

decreased

-land value increased

-new cities developed

-connection to Ohio 

Valley led to increased 

industry and trade

-forced some farmers 

to move or change jobs



Opening the Erie Canal, 1825



“Low Bridge”
By Thomas S. Allen

I've got an old mule and her name is Sal
Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal
She's a good old worker and a good old pal
Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal
We've hauled some barges in our day
Filled with lumber, coal, and hay
And every inch of the way we know
From Albany to Buffalo
Chorus:
Low bridge, everybody down
Low bridge for we're coming to a town
And you'll always know your neighbor
And you'll always know your pal
If you've ever navigated on the Erie Canal
We'd better get along on our way, old gal
Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal
'Cause you bet your life I'd never part with Sal
Fifteen miles on the Erie Canal
Git up there mule, here comes a lock
We'll make Rome 'bout six o'clock
One more trip and back we'll go
Right back home to Buffalo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcNJ2RMOd3U&feature=related




1828 – first Railroad

1860 -30,000 miles of RR

Weaknesses: different gauges, s

parks, poor breaks, competition 

with canal,  timing… 

mostly overcome by 1860

-most early RR in north

Civil War… advantage - North
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Railroads were the most important factor for 
economic growth in the second half of the 19th century. 
The foundation for this was laid in the antebellum period 
(before the Civil War, 1861-1865) when early railroads 
tended to duplicate existing steamboat and canal routes.

Railroads had several advantages over steam and 
canal boats: 

First was their speed.  Early freight trains could 
run between 10 and 30 miles per hour, much faster than 
water transportation in canals or steamboats. 

Second, they could travel over manmade 
(straight) routes rather than having to follow natural 
waterways.  This resulted in shorter travel time.  They 
could be built in rugged terrain and cost only a fraction 
of the cost of canal construction.

Third, they could travel year round in any climate 
and were not affected by freezing temperatures.

Early railroads
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Peter Cooper

Peter Cooper was an American inventor, politician, 
industrialist, and philanthropist.

He built the first steam-powered railroad locomotive in 
the U.S.

His locomotive was named Tom Thumb and was used 
successfully on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad starting 
in 1830. 

THE "BEST FRIEND"—FIRST 
LOCOMOTIVE BUILT IN 
AMERICA. BUILT BY PETER 
COOPER.

FIRST TRAIN 
IN AMERICA. 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/19533/19533-h/images/imagep120.jpg
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/19533/19533-h/images/imagep134.png
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/19533/19533-h/images/imagep136.png


The first steam engine to operate on a commercial track in the 
United States, the Tom Thumb became famous for its race 

against a horse-drawn car on August 25, 1830, from Ellicott’s 
Mill to Baltimore. The horse won the race when the engine 

broke down.



1840 railroad 
advertisement



Clipper Ships: 1840s/50s

-could outrun a steamer, faster than British ships

-increased trade and travel, including to California and Australia



http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/79/Buttersworth_-_flying_cloud.jpg


The Cutty Sark, one of the last surviving clipper 
ships



Steamboat  connected West and South

-connected western produce with the south and New Orleans

-finished goods traveled upriver

Canals and railroads connected east to west

-travel across mountains

-access to Great Lakes

Trains connected everybody

-decreased dependency on water

Pony Express: 1860

-mail service from Missouri to California

-stations 10 miles apart

-10 day journey

-lasted 18 months due to lack of profit… 

but the legend lasts

-replaced by cable and Morse Code



Before the invention of the steamboat, most river 
transportation was downstream.

Navigation upstream was done by rafts and flatboats 
(keelboats).  They were very slow as they had to be 
pulled or poled.  At most they could travel 15 miles per 
day.

DOWNSTREAM

UPSTREAM

River transportation
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1. Division of Labor on a National Scale

a. south: cotton for export to New England… and Europe (cash crops)

b. west: grain and livestock to feed factory workers in east… and Europe (cash crops)

c. east: machines & textiles for the south and west

2. Mississippi River became political/geographical pawn

a. south regarded it as key asset in Civil War

b. old northwest would have to secede with them or be cut off

c. old northwest and north were connected elsewhere however

-advantage to north

3. Market Revolution

a. subsistence farming to national network of industry and commerce

b. indebtedness hit farmers hard as they entered cash crop commerce

4. New Questions for Government

a. how should patents protect inventions?

b. should government regulate monopolies?

c. who should own technologies and networks that the nation depends on?



John Marshall died in 1835

-his rulings protected property rights and irrevocable charters

-fueled monopolies

Roger B. Taney replaced Marshall as Supreme Court Chief Justice

-ruled in favor of “rights of the community”

-fueled competition

Gap between rich and poor widened

-number of millionaires increased dramatically

-example: John Jacob Astor, fur trader, $30 million estate

-factory owners could become wealthy… workers not

-unskilled workers in factories lived in poverty

-backbone of industry

-forgotten men and women of industrial revolution and history

-social mobility did exist, in limitation

-more opportunity than elsewhere in the world

-real wages rose 1% from 1820-1860

-steady increase in standard of living for Americans





The economy of the northern states

“Yankee” ingenuity and inventiveness contributed to the 
massive growth of the economy

Economic expansion created a huge demand for labor 
that was filled by European immigration

Major inventions and innovations during the Industrial 
Revolution included canals, railroads, telegraphs, sewing 
machines, steamboats and many others

Transportation and communication revolutions changed 
the way business was done and made transactions faster

U.S. clipper sailing ships set speed records and captured 
markets until they were replaced by steam-driven iron 
vessels after the mid-19th century

Financial and insurance industries developed to serve 
the new industrial corporations

American exports climbed as the demand for U.S. raw 
materials increased overseas



The South: an economy built on 
agriculture and slavery



Photo of an actual slave auction



Southern 
Society

% of Population Attributes

Large slave 
plantation owners

Less than 1% of 
white families

50 or more slaves, over 
1,000 acres in property

Mid-size slave 
plantation owners

3% of white families 20-49 slaves, over 100 
acres, most powerful 

group in the South

Small slave 
holders

20% of white 
families

1-19 slaves, mostly 
farmers and a smaller 

urban middle class

Non-slave owning 
whites

75% of white 
families

Yeoman farmers and 
tenant farmers, some 

urban workers

Free blacks 6% of blacks Legal and social 
restrictions limited 
their opportunities

Slaves By 1860, 1/3 of 
South’s population

Majority worked on 
plantations 



What is unusual about California’s rank considering 
its geographical location in 1860?  What factors 

caused California to have such a high annual 
manufacturing value? 

Annual value of 
manufacturing by state, 

1860



In 1840, President Van Buren established a ten-
hour workday for all federal employees.

In 1842, the Massachusetts Supreme Court 
ruled in Commonwealth V. Hunt that labor unions 
were not illegal conspiracies.

In 1842, children were prohibited from 
working over ten hours a day.

In 1847, New Hampshire made ten hours the 
legal workday.

In 1848, Pennsylvania passed a law to make 12 
the minimum age for child workers.

In 1848, Pennsylvania passed a ten-hour 
workday.

*period between the Revolutionary and Civil Wars

Major antebellum* labor accomplishments:



Market 
revolution

Urbanization

Westward
movement

New types of
business

organizations

Improvements
in

transportation

New 
manufacturing

technology

Population
growth

U.S. 
Industrial
Revolution

Major effects of the Industrial Revolution 


